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EDITOR'S COMMENT

At last, it is THAT time
of the year!

I

t is time for a well-deserved
break after a tough year of
navigating pandemic-related
work disruptions, home-schooling,
drought, wildfires, load-shedding,
business closures and job losses. raw
material shortages, riots and looting.
The “new normal” is now normal,
and words like “climate-change”, “just
transition”, "lockdown", "self-isolating",
"super-spreader", "social distancing",
"zoom", “hybrid event", "mask-fatigue",
“anti-vaxxer” and "variant" are
common parlance.
At the end of each year, it
is customary to reflect on the
past, celebrate successes and
acknowledge the challenges we have
faced. We need to compare the
events with happenings in previous
years. But, let's face it, 2020 and
2021 are unprecedented in the
modern era.
In 2020 many company owners
used the December period as an
opportunity to catch up on work
delayed by the five-week compulsory
shutdown brought on by the Covid-19
pandemic outbreak.
This year is different. No one is
untouched by the loss of family
members, friends, colleagues and role
models to the virus. Everyone seems
to be emotionally and psychologically
tired. It seems we need a time-out.
The fact that some sawmills
and most furniture manufacturers
are taking the "builders' break"
may indicate that they and their
customers are showing signs of
recovery, despite the uncertain
economic climate.
It bodes well for 2022; however, the
highly infectious Omicron variant may
change things. Thankfully the data
available as I write this note indicates
that the vaccine plays a significant
role in preventing hospitalisation and
deaths related to the virus.
Vaccine hesitancy remains a
serious concern. Whether employers
favour or are against a vaccination
policy, they have a moral and ethical
responsibility to encourage or even
2
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incentivise their employees to
volunteer for the vaccination.
In the words of Maya Angelou, "If
you don't like something, change
it. If you can't change it, change
your attitude".
As we embark on 2022, we need
to be sensible, act responsibly and
accept that we live in unprecedented
times, difficult times and
strange times.

We thank you, our
advertisers and
readers, for your
messages of support,
questions, comments
and contributions.
Merry Christmas,
and enjoy the festive
season. Be sensible,
act responsibly, and
we wish you all the
best for 2022.
Joy and Mickey.

Joy Crane
Editor - joy@woodbizafrica.co.za
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SKILLS DEVELOPMENT

Forestry Training Indaba reflects on
skills provision and the future
The eighth Forestry Industry Training Indaba provided a platform for
discussing the effects of the pandemic on skills development in the
forestry industry, barriers to present and future service delivery, and ways
to future-proof solutions.
By Joy Crane

SAFCA honoured the immeasurable and immense contributions by made the late Dr Jaap Steenkamp with a plaque awarding
ceremony. From the left are Dwayne Marx, Jaap’s son and wife Helgaard and Careen Steenkamp, and Pamela Naidoo.

T

he South African Forestry
Contractors Association
(SAFCA) and the Forestry
Industry Training Provider
Association (FITPA) organised the
annual Training Indaba. In November,
the hybrid event united 55 virtual
and 28 in-person delegates around
the theme “Stronger - together we
made it”.

JAAP STEENKAMP
The absence of SAFCA’s CEO, the late
Dr Jaap Steenkamp, was palpable.
Pamela Naidoo said his lifetime of
dedication to the forestry industry,
training and transformation will
endure. She honoured his legacy by
presenting a plaque to his family.

In his welcoming address, FITPA’s
chairperson, Deon Brits, spoke about
the uncertainties and intense work
behind the scenes when organising a
conference during a pandemic. “It
almost did not happen due to
Covid-19, but the organising team
rallied around to make this event a
success,” Brits said.
Dr Blessing Karumbidza of Sappi
was the programme director. He
opened the proceedings with a
presentation on tips and tricks of
effective facilitation. He described it
as “the art of leading people through
a process.”
He said skills development service
providers and their facilitators must
plan their programmes and prepare

well before training commences.
Facilitators should be aware of their
body language, attitude towards
individuals and groups of learners,
engage in active listening and speak
clearly using words appropriate for
the group. Facilitators must be flexible
and good communicators.

THE BUSINESS OF
CONTRACTING
Hendrik Klopper of NCT provided tips
and tricks for small scale tree farmers.
He said small growers supplying NCT
learnt first-hand about the global and
local logistics problems caused by
the pandemic.
Klopper described the benefits of
focusing on the quality of the trees
NOV/DEC 2021
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and knowing the market well enough
to identify changes quickly. He said
it is possible to find solutions that
turn obstacles into an advantage.
“Let your passion move you forward.”
Elvis Shabangu of Kanyilanga
Forestry presented tips and tricks
for contractors. He focused on
the power of respect and
partnerships between the
employer and employees.
Shabangu said the physical
environment of forestry is
challenging. Therefore, the business
needs to be “a pleasant place where
people want to help each other”.
He reminded contractors that
although the knock-on effect of the
hard lockdown and additional costs
of managing Covid-19 is challenging,
“quitters never win, and winners
never quit”.

WOMEN IN FORESTRY
The forestry industry needs to be
comfortable for women to build
a career. Khosi Mavimbela of the
Forestry Sector Charter Council
presented tips and tricks for female
foresters. She said women in forestry
need to motivate each other and
know what they want to achieve.
“Never lose sight of your goals.
Remember to always focus on where
you are going, rather than where you
have been,” Mavimbela advised.

ONLINE TRAINING
A fundamental, rapid and
unreversible change caused by
the pandemic is the increasing
acceptance by society of digital
communications. Deon Brits. Keren
Biggs and Hannes van Aardt of
FITPA presented some benefits of
delivering online training courses.
The platform is flexible and
increases access to
learning resources.
• It allows employers and providers
to schedule sessions when the
learners are available.
• It is cost-effective, and training
can be tailored to the learner’s
needs.
• Online training has the smallest
carbon footprint and is the most
sustainable learning solution
4
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Dr Blessing Karumbidza was the programme director.

• It is an effective time management
tool as employees can build
skills and professional knowledge
whenever convenient.
The training providers at the indaba
agreed with the presentation, and all
said they were developing online or
blended learning methodologies.

FP&MSETA
Skills development providers regularly
engage with the Fibre Processing
and Manufacturing Sector Education
and Training Authority (FP&MSeta).
Joe Rametsi explained that the
organisation is migrating to a new
Learning Management Information
System (LMIS) by Adapt IT.
Rametsi said the legacy system no
longer meets reporting and data
integrity requirements. There will be
temporary disruption while the
migration takes place. In response to a

request from the Indaba delegates,
Rametsi confirmed that the FP&MSeta
is scheduling training sessions on
the LMIS.

STRONGER TOGETHER
Marlene Marais of Mondi’s motivational
address brought concluded the formal
proceedings. She used an allegory of
trees to describe the importance of
creating conditions that will attract
new entrants to the industry. They
need training, support and guidance
in weathering changes in their
environment.
Ann Visser introduced the
association’s newly appointed CEO,
Dwayne Marx. He is a well-regarded
and seasoned forester, former SAFCA
board member, and forestry
contractor and mentor.
Ed’s note: Thank you SAFCA staff
for your assistance

SKILLS DEVELOPMENT

FSC training from a global expert
Don’t miss the opportunity to learn about Forest Stewardship Council (FSC)
forest management, chain of custody and audit practices offered by the CMO
Group and its head of training, Gerrit Marais.

M

arais has a BSc degree in
forestry, a Master’s degree
in landscape architecture,
and over 40 years of experience in
almost every aspect of the industry.
He started his career in forest
management and migrated into the
environmental, social and corporate
governance (ESG) arena when he
became an environmental manager
at Safcol.
In 2002 Marais joined the SGS
Global Forest Certification team, and
three years later, he was appointed
director of the forest certification
programme at SGS. In 2018 he resigned
to become an independent forest
certification consultant and head of
FSC training at the CMO Group.
Marais has 25 years of experience in
FSC certification and holds a unique
record of being responsible for the
first FSC certificate issued in South
Africa. “I have worked in over 100
countries and all types of forests and
interacted with every possible
category of stakeholder, from
indigenous peoples to large corporates
and NGOs like Greenpeace,”
says Marais.

FSC’s quality assuror, Assurance
Services International (ASI), approves
CMO as a training provider and Marais
as a trainer. ASI must assure all FSC
training providers and training. They
are authorised to offer:
• FSC Forest Management (FSCPRO-20-004 part 2 section 6)
• FSC Chain of Custody (FSCPRO-20-004 part 2 section 7)
• ISO 19011 auditing practices (FSCPRO-20-004 part 2 section 4)
An FSC auditor needs to complete
these courses, particularly ISO 19011,
and gain field experience with a
certification body by participating in
audits before conducting an audit
under the watchful eye of a lead
auditor trainer for final sign off.
The training in January 2022 is for
people who want to qualify as forest
certification auditors. Marais says the
courses are not restricted to
certification auditors, and there are
no minimum entry levels apart from
proof of payment. In the past, people
from forestry companies, NGOs and
government officials have attended.
Participants that successfully pass

Gerrit Marais.

the courses will receive a formal
certificate. Once qualified as an FSC
auditor, you will be able to audit
anywhere in the world.
Contact Gerrit Marais (see the CMO
advert) if you want to register or find
out more.
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Picking opportunities in the global
forest products marketplace
CMO Group, a South African firm with a global presence, is a leading creator
of ground-breaking apps for the forest and associated industries. In
December 2021, the group launched its trading platform in Namibia and
South Africa, initially focusing on the sale of FSC-certified charcoal.

G

roup CEO, Michal Brink, says
they developed the IcePik
software solution after
discovering a significant gap in the
local and international markets.
CMO's apps now connect sellers
of Forest Stewardship Council
(FSC) certified products with
potential buyers.
"We created an innovative app,
PerForm, for the grower market. It links
to the new app, IcePik, that serves as
the trading portal," Brink explains.

PERFORM AND ICEPIK
"On the one hand, these apps
include a mandatory certification
requirement, and on the other, it is a
resource-based portal that enables
trading securely and effortlessly."
PerForm's distinguishing feature is
its ability to provide small growers
and larger companies with affordable
FSC certification, which is required to
trade on many global markets.
"IcePik assists with the
requirements for "responsibly
produced goods", handles all payment
trails, and bridges the gap between
the buyer and seller in terms of
auxiliary services like logistics and
legal requirements," says Brink.
The interrelationship between
PerForm, IcePik, and CMO's Technical
Services Division provides the
forest products value chain unique
opportunities to engage in responsibly
produced product trading. It
facilitates a clean and credible
supply chain based on internationally
accepted environmental, social, and
economic values.
"It is a paperless system," Brink
explains. "Importantly, our mobile
device apps run on an on/offline
6
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"We are confident that anyone who can send a
WhatsApp message can use the software."
system, allowing users to work on
their mobile phones when there is
no signal. It synchronises data when
there is a Wi-Fi connection.

SUPPLY CHAIN SECURITY
CMO's primary goals are to create
and maintain supply chain security
throughout the value-chain and
support its business model, which
hinges on three pillars:
• Establishing FSC-certified Group
Schemes with its proprietary
PerForm software for digital
management and auditing of
forest operators. The emphasis is
on assisting smallholder farmers
and smaller processors who were
previously excluded from the
certification process due to the
system's costs and complexity.
• Providing technical support
services such as training and
consulting to CMO and FSC

certified Group Schemes and
forestry companies.
• Developing IcePik into an online
global trading portal for FSC
certified forest products.
Brink says it intends expanding the
Group Schemes in 44 countries
over the next five years while selling
FSC certified products globally
through IcePik.
CMO has the full support of the FSC
International Centre in Bonn, Germany
and other key stakeholders, including
the Association of Natural Rubber
Producing Countries (ANRPC) and the
Namibian Charcoal Association (NCA).

ABREAST WITH EU
REGULATIONS
The main demand for southern
Africa’s forest products is in Europe
and CMO keeps a careful eye on
international markets. In 2013, the

MARKETS

Michal Brink, CEO of CMO.

European Union (EU) implemented
the EU Timber Regulations (EUTR),
requiring all member countries
to only import legally harvested
timber. Presently the EU parliament
is debating a draft regulation that
would make it illegal to import
timber products from areas where
deforestation has occurred in
some way.
Brink says the recent COP26
climate change conference in

Glasgow also imposes strict
obligations on countries to support
global sustainable forestry.
"Our software solutions,
combined with our extensive
knowledge and understanding
of forestry and FSC certification
requirements, provides Southern
African tree growers and processers
with long-term solutions to
stringent obligations imposed by
the European consumer sector."

SKILLS DEVELOPMENT

FAO offers free training programme
on national forest inventories
The Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations (FAO) has
developed a free-to-download training programme on conducting national
forest inventories (NFI) based on the Voluntary Guidelines on National
Forest Monitoring.

T

he FAO has helped more
than 50 countries to develop
National Forest Monitoring
Systems (NFMS). A key element of
NFMS is NFIs. The systems generate
data on the status and trends of
forests and landcover, including
size, distribution, condition, and
use of forest resources. The FAO
says an NFI enables countries to
develop sustainable policies and
management strategies.
The training programme of nine
modules was launched in November
at the international webinar “Mind
the gap: addressing National Forest
Inventory capacity needs to support
climate action.” The modules provide
a comprehensive overview of the
elements of an NFI and a general
understanding of the implementation
process.
The nine modules can be
done in any order and cover the
following topics:
• Why a National Forest Inventory:
Module 1 describes the objectives

of an NFI and explains how data
collected by an NFI is applied to
policy and management decisions.
• Organisation and implementation:
Module 2 explores the beginning
stages of NFI implementation, such
as the practical considerations
required for organising and carrying
out an NFI, including NFI design and
management of data;
• Sampling: In Module 3, users will
review the concepts of sampling
and error estimation.
• Introduction to fieldwork: Module
4 explains the most important
considerations for data collection
in the field and emphasises the
types of expertise required for
an NFI;
• NFI data management: Module
5 describes data management
and reporting methods, including
the role of information and
communication technology (ICT) in
forest data management.
• Quality assurance and quality
control procedures in field

measurements: Module 6
describes the role of quality
assessment and quality control
(QA/QC) procedures in the field
measurement phase of NFIs.
• Information management and
data registration: Module 7
reviews the basics of reporting
requirements, the need for proper
data management and explains the
importance of quality data.
• Modelling for estimation
and monitoring: Module 8
explains modelling and the
basic components of a model
(aggregation, volume, biomass
and carbon stock estimation, and
model error); and
• Scenarios: In Module 9, users
apply everything they have learned
and practice with a series of case
studies.

Free download: https://www.fao.org/
national-forest-monitoring/areas-ofwork/nfi/modules/en/
NOV/DEC 2021
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Do not use hydrometers to
determine CCA solution strength
The SA Wood Preservers Association (Sawpa) emphasises that the only
acceptable and specified method to determine the solution strength of CCA is
the wet titration method described by SANS 6061 and specified in SANS 5967.

T

he statement follows debate
among inspection bodies,
timber treaters, and suppliers
about the most accurate way to
determine CCA solution strength for
retention calculations.
Although the hydrometer is a
scientifically valid tool and easier
to use than the titration method,
it produces less accurate results.

The wet titration method ensures a
more precise and quicker method of
determining solution strengths at the
treatment plant level.
Sawpa’s November Newsletter
states that using the hydrometer for
CCA solution strength is not specified
in SANS 6061 and, therefore, not an
acceptable method of quality assurance
and certification purposes.

Wood and treated poles reduce
global warming
The SA Wood Preservers Association (Sawpa) requested Dr Philip Crafford
and Prof Brand Wessels of Stellenbosch University’s Department of Forest
and Wood Science to investigate the global warming potential of using
treated Pine and Eucalyptus poles in South Africa.

T

he title of their report is The
reduction in global warming
potential associated with
the use of treated timber poles in
South Africa: A review. Crafford
and Wessels conclude that
preservative-treated timber poles
outperform alternative materials

GWP impact
(kg CO2-eq/pole)
System boundaries
Source*

TABLE 1

regarding carbon footprint,
resulting in a reduced global
warming potential.
The report has marketing and
promotional benefits for treated
pole producers. Members can
request a copy of the full report
from Sawpa.

Summary of the full report: The
global warming potential (GWP)
comparison between different
pole materials per m3 pole volume.
Negative values indicate the net
removal of greenhouse gasses from
the atmosphere.

PINE CCA

CONCRETE

STEEL

FIBRE REINFORCED COMPOSITE

-190**

1462

789

862

Cradle to grave

Cradle to grave

Cradle to grave

Cradle to grave

AWP, 2013

Bolin et al, 2011

Bolin et al, 2011

AWP, 2013

*The sources of the information and the values for Pine and Eucalyptus poles treated with CCA and creosote are in the full report
available from Sawpa. **A negative result is the estimated negative global warming potential.
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WOOD PRESERVATION

Pre-schoolers enjoy Arxada's
year-end festive cheer
Early in December, there was an air of expectation at Vulingqondo crèche.
Educators and the 80 youngsters they nurtured eagerly awaited the Arxada
team's arrival and a "sleigh" of Christmas gifts and food.

T

he creche is in the rural
community of Bethania, near
Port Shepstone in KwaZuluNatal. As unemployment and poverty
are prevalent in this community,
the crèche plays a vital role in the
education and daily nourishment
of the learners, who identify the
school as a safe haven and a place
of happiness.
Arxada launched the heartfelt
project in 2007, and it quickly
became a highlight for Arxada, trading
as Arch Wood Protection. Each year
the staff and management devote
weeks of planning, party shopping
and gift wrapping to make the day

10
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memorable for the children and
their teachers.
This year, 30 young graduates
benefited from the company's
commitment to helping the crèche
create a safe and positive learning
environment where the children can
reach their full potential.
“Seeing the bright smile and sense
of accomplishment on the face of
each graduate walking proudly across
the stage to receive their diploma
makes us feel privileged to be able
to play a part in the education of
these remarkable youngsters," says JJ
du Plessis, the senior regional sales
manager at Arxada.

After the graduation ceremony,
everyone enjoyed the extra-special
Christmas lunch, followed by great
excitement as the pre-schoolers
opened the gifts peeking from under
a beautiful Christmas tree.
"It has been another difficult year
for all of us. These vulnerable children
have been especially affected, and
ending the year on such a positive
note is very rewarding for everyone,”
Du Plessis comments.

A COMMITMENT SPANNING
14 YEARS
In addition to the annual graduation
ceremony and Christmas party, Arch

WOOD PRESERVATION

Wood Protection has completed
several projects instrumental
in developing the crèche into a
flourishing school.
Each year the company supplies
stationery, books and a wholesome
lunch. As and when needed, other
items have been donated, such as
mattresses for rest time, educational
toys, bicycles, sports equipment,
computers and the planting of a

self-sustaining vegetable garden.
Extra classrooms, bathrooms,
and a storeroom were built to
accommodate the growing number
of learners. The roof was thatched to
keep the classrooms warm in winter
and cool in summer. An overgrown
veld was transformed into a beautiful
play area with a manicured lawn,
trees, and a jungle gym built with
Tanalith C treated timber.

"The saying 'Rome wasn't built in a day'
is very pertinent to this project. It has
taken years of being a responsible
neighbour to reach this point. As
an industry leader, we hold the
care of the community close to our
hearts and look forward to making
further meaningful and sustainable
contributions towards the everpresent problem of education across
our communities."

Arch Wood Protection wins the
2021 Responsible Care Award
Arch Wood Protection South Africa received the 2021 Responsible Care
Award from the South African Chemical and Allied Industries Association
(CAIA) at a ceremony on November 17th.

T

he award acknowledges Arch
Wood's exceptional yearover-year performance in
the association's Responsible Care
programmes for safety, health, and
environmental performance. It also
highlights the company's 28-year

track record of site safety with no
time lost due to injuries or fatalities.
Responsible Care is an initiative
by the chemical industry and its
association. It is a unique, voluntary
programme designed to make a
measurable impact on safety, health,

environmental performance and
security through a rigorous system
of checklists, performance indicators
and verification procedures. It enables
the industry to measure improvement
and develop policies for further
improvement.
NOV/DEC 2021
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CAIA responsible care award winners - Lonza.

The CAIA's 83rd annual general
meeting included the release of the
Responsible Care report and the
award ceremony.
When comparing the 2020 and
2021 KPI data submissions and
contributions to CAIA working groups,
attendance at training workshops, and
the company's process safety, Arch
Wood Protection outperformed the
other 55 contenders.
"Winning this award validates our
company's commitment to safety
as an inseparable part of its culture.
Our site safety record has now
surpassed 28 years, with no time lost
due to injuries or fatalities. We are
confidently on track to complete our
29th year," said JJ du Plessis, senior
regional sales manager at Arxada.
Arxada is the trading name of Arch
Wood Protection South Africa.
Du Plessis said the company
achieved the award by integrating
12
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safety into all its programmes and
projects, "effectively keeping safety at
the forefront of our minds".
He praised the association for its
outstanding work promoting the
chemical industry's sustainability
through Responsible Care.
"We thank and appreciate the CAIA's
efforts to encourage and help the
sector in improving its standards and
winning public trust," commented du
Plessis. "The association recognizes
and rewards businesses that go above
and beyond."
Du Plessis described 2020 as
a challenging year. "Despite the
challenges, our operations manager
and site head, Kesun Govender,
and the entire team promoted and
maintained safety as a top priority.
"Investing time and resources
in safety training programs and
improvement projects have been
critical in obtaining an award-winning

safety record," adds du Plessis.
Arch Wood Protection has been
a leading global wood treatment
technologies developer for over
80 years. Its brands include the
acclaimed Tanalith and Vacsol
Azure products. It recently joined
Arxada, drawing on a heritage of
more than 120 years of creating
speciality ingredients and solutions
that protect people, places and
the planet.
Arxada is a market leader
in microbial control solutions
for hygiene, home, personal
care, paints and coatings, crop
protection, material protection, and
wood protection. It has the most
bioactives and registrations in the
world. The company operates in
32 countries, has 19 manufacturing
facilities and 11 R&D centres. It
employs 2900 people and serves
over 5800 customers.

WOOD PRESERVATION

New recommendations for treated
poles in agricultural applications
The South African Wood Preservers Association (Sawpa) recently published an
Advisory and Guidance Note for Treated wooden poles – agricultural end uses.
The guidance notes aim to inform, advise, and guide users and specifiers.

H

14
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Photo courtesy of Boland Pale in Wellington, Western Cape.
Requirement

Species allowed
Hazard class
SANS 1288

istorically, preservativetreated wooden poles are
the preferred material choice
in agricultural support structures
used on wine and table grapeproducing farms.
More recently, treated poles are
used on a large scale in shade net
structures to cover and protect fruit
trees and various other crops against
damage caused by natural factors
such as wind, hail, excessive sunlight,
frost, insects, and birds.
Varying soil types and climatic
conditions combined with frequent
irrigation and application of fertilisers
expose the poles to conditions
favourable for microbial and
fungal activities.
Traditionally, the preferred timber
species and preservative types used
for treated vineyard and table grape
orchard poles differ for South Africa’s
climatic regions. Creosote-treated
Eucalyptus poles (SANS 457-3) are
used mainly in the drier regions such
as the Northern Cape, whereas CCAand creosote-treated Pine poles
(SANS 457-2) are used mainly in the
Western Cape.
From around 2007 onward, CCAtreated Eucalyptus poles (SANS
457-3) arrived on the market on
a large scale. There was a severe
shortage of creosote and a growing
shortfall in the availability of suitable
pine poles. The dwindling availability
of pine trees is due to government
policies on plantation forestry in the
Southern and Western Cape pine
growing regions.
Over time, changes have also
occurred in agricultural practices,
such as irrigation, planting methods,
and types of fertilisers. Likewise, the
material resources have changed,
driven by scientific progress

Preservative
type minimum
retention
Minimum
penetration

Binding/anti split
plates

Softwood poles Pinus (SANS 457-2)
P. radiata (limited to Southern and
Western Cape)
P. pinaster and P. canariensis (not
readily available)
H4
CCA
12 kg/m3

Creosote
100 kg/m3

20mm (The penetration shall be
uniformly distributed and the
discolouration solid)

Not required

Hadwood poles
Eucalyptus (SANS 457-3)
All eucalyptus species. (Provided they comply with
requirements specified in SANS 457-3. Of the commercially
grown species, mostly E. grandis is supplied and, to a lesser
extent E. grandis X (hybrids).
H5
CCA 16 kg/m3. If the available sapwood
exceeds the minimum radial sapwood
Creosote
specified, the retention needs to increase
130 kg/m3
exponentially.
25mm (If the available sapwood exceeds the minimum radial
sapwood specified, the full sapwood shall be penetrated,
uniformly distributed and the discolouration solid)
Class W (e.g. CCA) treated poles with a top diameter above
75mm both ends shall be nail-plated.
In the case of vineyard poles, both ends of each pole,
irrespective of the preservative type used, shall be nailplated

Min 60-80mm top diameter.
The top diameter shall be at least 60-75mm for vineyard and
However, 80-100mm is
table grape orchards, however, 75-100mm is recommended.
Minimum top
recommended for vineyards and
For shade net structures at least 75-100mm and higher is
diameter
table grape orchards.
recommended
For shade net structures at least 80100mm and higher is recommended
NOTE 1: The requirements given in the table are minimum requirements as specified in the relevant SANS standards. However, in
some cases, recommendations exceeding the minimum requirement are given.
NOTE 2 :Purchasers or end-users may, if so required, specify a higher level or additional requirements than the minimum given in
the table above.

in silvicultural practices and tree
improvement, including faster-growing
clones and hybrids.
The industry and the SABS Technical
Committee monitor and maintain the
requirements of the standards to adapt
to such changes to ensure that poles
perform in respect of longevity and being
fit for purpose.

The Table gives the minimum
requirements specified in the
relevant standards for agricultural
poles used in ground contact and
exposed to frequent irrigation
and use of fertilisers. (Ed’s Note:
The article and table are edited.
When in doubt contact Sawpa
(see advert).

SAWMILLING

Wood-Mizer has been involved in the timber industry in Africa for many years.
This month Etienne Nagel, Wood-Mizer's content and marketing specialist,
gives us insight into Wood-Mizer's business philosophy. His main story below
describes the company's views on two key aspects it believes are inhibiting
the sustainability of Africa's forest products industries: the lack of reforestation
and the high use of roundwood for fuel and heating.

Can sawmilling be a stepping-stone
to sustainability?
Can sawmilling help build sustainability? Is this possible, or are sawmillers part
of the problem? Wood-Mizer's global story, specifically in Africa, reveals a
different narrative, one in which sawmillers are helping to foster sustainability,
for timber – for people.

Sawmills add value to the forest resouces.

W

ood-Mizer is part of
Africa. In 2022 the global
corporation's ties with
Africa will span four decades. Its
employees in Africa are from Africa.
We believe in Africa's potential to

manage its forests well, grow timber
businesses to be self-sustaining
across generations, and achieve
sustainable economic growth.
But Wood-Mizer's vantage point
also reveals a different story. It is a

story of a continent at odds with the
timber potential that it holds.
It is a story where Africa's natural
forests are shrinking, and replanting
is not keeping pace. It is also a story
in which roundwood log exports
NOV/DEC 2021
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Wood-Mizer technicians are always at hand.

dominate. Little or no valueaddition happens before
exporting the logs.
Old and dated sawmilling
equipment slows progress
down. Africa's sawmilling
landscape is dominated by
large, foreign-funded sawmills
that take the bulk of the
value and job opportunities
abroad. The high costs to
start a mill that can compete
with these mills obstructs
the development of the local
sector and competition.
The low returns from log
exports pale compared to
the value that sawn timber
exports could generate if
beneficiated first. The lack of
local beneficiation transfers
the value to other countries.
Then Africa pays a premium for
its timber when repurchased
sawn or as timber products.
The high costs to start
and run a sawmill, the lack of
skilled people to produce sawn
timber, and an absence of local
support for local sawmillers
add to Africa's sawn timber
backlog. It is an endless cycle.
Africa's business model of
exporting roundwood instead
16
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of value-adding has farreaching impacts. It includes
low industrial development,
a weak wood manufacturing
industry, and low job creation.
Slow economies and poverty
see Africa's people relying
on wood fuel to survive. The
percentage of forests lost due
to people's reliance on wood
and charcoal to make a living is
staggering. It all exacts a heavy
toll on livelihoods, bio-diversity
and ultimately, sustainability
in Africa.

Table 1: Forest Cover as a % of total land area:
International Comparisons, 2020

WHAT DO THE GLOBAL
NUMBERS SAY?
FOREST COVER
Table 1 shows that Africa only
has 21% forest cover as a
percentage of the total landuse area. It puts Africa second
last on the list of six regions.
This deficit is a warning to use
the resource carefully.

Source: FAO Global Forest Resources Assessment 2020.
Table 2: Annual changes in forest area by region, 1990-2020

FOREST AREA REDUCTION
Table 2 shows that the world's
forest area has reduced by
around 4.7-million hectares
or 0.1% per year on average
between 2010 and 2020. Of

Source: FAO Global Forest Resources Assessment 2020.

SAWMILLING

Operator training is a key part of the Wood-Mizer services.

the six regions, Africa's forests reduced by 0.6%, which is
way more than the worldwide average. African countries are
not replanting enough trees. The continent's total plantation
area and the annual replanting area are the lowest.

Table 3: FAO Global Forest Resources
Assessment 2020.

WOODFUEL AND ROUNDWOOD
Globally, 4-billion cubic metres of trees disappeared
from forests in 2018, of which 49% was woodfuel and the
remainder roundwood for processing. Nearly three quarters
(73%) of woodfuel removals in 2018 took place in Asia
and Africa.
Table 3 shows that industrial roundwood removals totalled
2,028-million cubic metres in 2018, with Africa accounting
for 79-million cubic metres (4%).

SAWN TIMBER:
Table 4 shows global sawn timber production was
493-million cubic metres in 2018, with Africa producing
11-million cubic metres (2%) of that total. The largest
exporters of logs and re-importers of value-added timber
in 2018 were Africa (6-million cubic metres), and
the Asia-Pacific region (55-million cubic metres).
Africa pays a socio-economic premium in
repurchasing and importing timber from its
forests in sawn or finished products. WoodMizer’s range of products and service points
place us firmly in a position to provide Africa’s
sawmillers with advice and the right combination
of machines that will add-value to forest
resources, provide jobs and create opportunities
for remanufacturing downstream.
18
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Source: FAO Global Forest Resources Assessment 2020.
Table 4: Global Sawnwood Production

Source: FAO Global Forest Resources Assessment 2020.

SAWMILLING

Wood-Mizer builds
sustainable sawmillers
In 1982 Wood-Mizer founders Don Laskowski and Dan Tekulve dreamed of
converting logs into sawn timber in a safe and efficient one-person job. They
had no idea how far-reaching their innovation would be.

Modern manufacturing methods make Wood-Mizer machines robust and reliable.

W

ood-Mizer started trading
in Africa in 1987. The
opening of a Wood-Mizer
subsidiary in 2011 in South Africa
provided the direct technical and
sales support needed by sawmillers
in Africa to unlock the timber
potential that the continent holds.
Wood-Mizer respects sawmill
entrepreneurs, their families, and
their businesses. We strive to give
them sawmilling solutions that work
because we know it's often bought
with a lifetime of savings.
When sawmillers run businesses
that work, they view trees differently.
Instead of seeing a tree as a cheap
commodity to make fast money,
forests gain renewed value. Trees
are replanted because they are the
heartbeat of a business that can

go from one generation to the next.
Because we respect sawmillers, we
match it with support structures that
make it easy for sawmillers to get the
support they need wherever they
work in Africa. We don't just sell a
machine; we sell a partnership for life.

WOOD-MIZER'S KEY
PRECEPTS:
FAITH
Wood-Mizer's founders were men and
women of faith, a legacy we continue
by being grateful and careful stewards
of His creation.

EXPERIENCE
We are from Africa. We use our global
and local experience to innovate
and produce class-leading timber

processing solutions and support
structures to grow businesses
that work.

RANGE
Our range includes sawmilling and
woodworking technologies, blades
and blade maintenance equipment,
and biomass solutions. First-time
and established sawmillers and
manufacturers can start small, grow,
and then build further over time to be
globally competitive.

ENGINEERING
We invest in the best engineering
skills and global production
facilities to build the best and
most affordable timber processing
technology that suits the production
requirements of modern sawmillers.
NOV/DEC 2021
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Efficiency builds competitiveness
and success.

SUPPORT
Our global after-sales service
support network is the backbone
of the business. With +100 service
locations globally and +30 in Africa,
sawmillers can maintain machines,
get technical support, spares and
blades, training, and advice no
matter the location.

COMMITMENT
We don't make empty promises.
Wood-Mizer is dedicated to
building successful timber
businesses. When lives improve
through wood, the resource is cared
for with overall sustainability finally
allowed to kick into gear.

An idea and a single machine catapulted Wood-Mizer into the global marketplace.

AFRICA PROSPERS

SUSTAINABILITY

With profitable sawmilling
businesses unlocking Africa's real
timber potential, its people and
ultimately also its timber resources
benefit. We see this with sawmillers
that replant trees to sustain their
business into the future.

The first Wood-Mizer in 1982 took
sawn timber production out of the
hands of large sawmills and gave
it to the people. With affordable
modern sawmilling technology, a oneperson business can now produce
sawn timber that builds companies.

The value of that gives a reason to
protect forests and plant trees – for a
sustainable future.
Don and Dan's new idea brought
sawmilling to local communities. Doing
so helped to kickstart the creation of
a sustainable future for timber and
people. This future can be Africa's.

EVENTS

Six months to go: WoodEX for Africa
and Decking & Flooring Expo
The most significant trade events on the continent, WoodEX for Africa
and the Deck & Flooring Expos, will occur from 7 to 9 June 2022 at
Gallagher Convention Centre in Midrand, South Africa.

T

he two trade shows are colocating with the African
Construction Expo. Whether
you run your own business or enjoy
doing a DIY project, attending a
woodworking trade show is a great
way to get inspired, network, and
hone your craft.
Stephan Jooste launched the first
WoodEX for Africa in 2012. He says
each successive show attracts more
and more exhibitors and visitors.
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Constantly innovating, Jooste added
the Decking & Flooring Expo in 2018.
“Industry reaction confirms that
focused trade shows are crucial for
expanding and exploring business
opportunities,” he said.
The exhibitions let visitors meet
exhibitors and see new products
and services, such as woodworking
machines and power tools, fixtures
and fittings, decking, flooring,
structural timber, timber preservatives

and treatment, adhesives, finishes,
sawmilling equipment, and forestry
machines.
Attendees will also see and feel the
latest engineered wood products,
including MDF and melamine faced
board finishes and décors, plywood,
foils and veneers. You can expect new
building systems like cross-laminated
timber (CLT) and the fittings and
fastening that join the panels on the
timber construction side.

SAWMILLING

PG Bison’s MDF plant at Mkhondo
is hot off the press
The final contract for PG Bison's new medium density fibreboard (MDF) plant in
Mkhondo, Mpumalanga, was signed in November by PG Bison and its technology
supplier Siempelkamp. It is PG Bison's fourth Siempelkamp plant in 15 years,
bringing the annual output of the plants to well over one million cubic metres.

PG Bison and Siempelkamp celebrating the signing of the final contract for the new MDF plant in Mkhondo.

G

erhard Victor, CEO of PG
Bison, says the event marks
a significant milestone in
the plant's construction. It will
be cutting-edge international
technology, and the first board will
emerge from the press in mid-2024.
The factory will increase PG
Bison's SupaWood branded MDF
manufacturing capacity from
420m3 per day to 1200m3 per day
by producing an additional 780m3
per day.
"This will ensure that we meet the
growing demand of our customers.
It is a significant investment that
demonstrates our ongoing support

for the local board and furniture
manufacturing industries," Victor says.
"We are proud that this investment
will help uplift the rural Mkhondo
economy and the entire forestry value
chain. It will contribute to creating
direct and indirect jobs, skills and
enterprise development and further
local partnerships."
The plant's construction is part
of the extensive capital expansion
programme that PG Bison announced
at the 2020 South Africa Investment
Conference.
The Siempelkamp ContiRoll press
ordered by PGBison can produce MDF,
laminated medium density fibreboard

(LMDF), and high-density fibreboard
(HDF) in thicknesses between 3.0mm
and 35mm.
Ulrich Kaiser, head of sales at
Siempelkamp, says, "My first project
as a sales representative and the first
order from PG Bison was in 2006 for
the greenfield project in Ugie. This
new order is a distinct pleasure for
me because it allows me to work
again with a special customer and his
experienced team," remarks Kaiser.
Immediately after signing the
contract, Sicoplan, Siempelkamp's
planning team from Belgium, began
the engineering processes with a
3D scan of the Mkhondo location.
NOV/DEC 2021
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In this way, the new MDF plant will
integrate into the existing structure
in the best possible way and with
modern technology.
Siempelkamp subsidiaries Büttner
and CMC Texpan are already active on
site. PG Bison's first Büttner chipboard
drum dryer and first Büttner energy
plant are in the final assembly stages.
CMC Texpan is preparing the new glue
blenders and dosing bins. At the front
end, Siempelkamp's size reduction
specialist Pallmann is supplying
the chipping line fitted with a drum
chipper and a refiner.
Victor recently announced the
acquisition of a new melamine-faced
board (MFB) press and an additional
hot-coating line for its Boksburg
manufacturing plant in Gauteng. It
increases the company's total to
seven MFB presses and two hotcoating lines. The new lines will be
installed in the third quarter of 2022.
"The additional capacity will
significantly increase raw material
supply into the market," says Victor

22
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Back in 2015 Jurgen Philipps and Erwin Scholz of Siempelkamp on the left signed the
third contract with PG Bison CEO Gerhard Victor and Francois Pienaar.

"We remain committed to supporting
local industry to ensure localisation
and job creation. We thank our
shareholders, KAP Industrial

Holdings, the government, and
our customers for their ongoing
support as we embark on these
important projects.

COVER STORY

STIHL South Africa
celebrates 25 years
2021 marks the 25th anniversary of STIHL South Africa. The German brand has been
a presence in South Africa since the 1960s when its chainsaws were first imported.
The machines transformed the local forestry industry and prompted the official
opening of the first STIHL subsidiary in Africa, Andreas Stihl (Pty) Ltd, in 1996.

T

he forestry sector is a
significant factor in the parent
company's global success.
STIHL was formed in Germany in the
1920s by the young engineer Andreas
Stihl. He wanted to find a better way
to fell trees than using hand tools like
axes and heavy two-person saws.

TRANSFORMING FORESTRY
Stihl built the company's first electric
chainsaw in an old factory near
Stuttgart in 1926. A year later, he
produced a revolutionary petrol-

driven, two-person saw. In the
process, he established the world's
biggest-selling chainsaw brand.
But the new technology did not
immediately catch on. The early
petrol-powered chainsaws were
heavy and unwieldy, weighed over
60kg, and required two men to
operate them.
STIHL continued to innovate. In
1934, the first automatic chain oiling
system was developed, with the
chain and guide bar lubricated by an
internal clutch-driven oil pump. Two

years later, the centrifugal clutch was
introduced, ensuring that the saw
chain automatically advanced as the
engine speed increased.
These and other innovations
spurred the drive to design a lighter,
more powerful chainsaw that one
person could use. The first STIHL
chainsaw for a single operator was
produced in 1950.
The company has developed
over 1800 patents through its
extensive research and development
laboratories. It continues to
NOV/DEC 2021
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The Hutton father and son on a walkabout in the Stihl warehouse in Pietermaritzburg.

enhance its products in line with
the ever-changing needs of its
customers and the demands of the
global marketplace.

INTO AFRICA
In 1962, a representative from the
German STIHL factory visited South
Africa to try and find someone who
would establish a dealership here. The
problem was that the local timber
industry needed convincing that it
was worthwhile to change from using
axes and saws - not easy when labour
was cheap and plentiful.
One of his calls was to Motor &
General Supplies, where he battled
to persuade the conservative
management to take on the STIHL
franchise. Eventually, he managed
to sell them a grand total of five
STIHL chainsaws.
Motor & General soon sold the
STIHL 08, two STIHL 07s and two
STIHL Lightning models, and the new
machines received great acclaim.
24
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STIHL became well-known in the
forestry industry, and its chainsaws
were imported by the container-load.
In time, the STIHL division of Motor
& General, guided by Dave Hutton,
came to represent a sizable portion
of Motor & General's turnover. In 1988
Whid Power Products took over, with
Hutton heading up operations. In 1996,
Andreas Stihl (Pty) Ltd launched with
Hutton as general manager.

STIHL TODAY
STIHL international remains a familyowned business, proud to continue
the legacy of Andreas Stihl. In South
Africa, Hayden Hutton succeeded his
father and is the managing director of
Andreas Stihl (Pty) Ltd.
Hayden and his team are experts
in the chainsaw and power tool
business. STIHL South Africa
imports products and spares and
distributes them in southern Africa
using a network of trained specialist
dealers. They advise customers on

STIHL products and appropriate
applications and offer expert aftersales service.
"STIHL's investment 25 years ago
provided certainty for the future of
servicing dealers, with a company
committed to upholding the servicing
dealer as its marketing channel of
choice," says Hayden. "The modern
logistics system ensures reliable
product availability and shipping."
The team at STIHL SA's strong
commitment, passion and pride
in their products has resulted in
significant growth. These values
fuelled the team's resilience to stand
together during the July 2021 riots
when its premises were ransacked
and burnt.
The head office in Germany
flew products into the country to
restock the dealers and keep up
with demand. Despite losing its head
office, warehouse and entire stock
holding, STIHL SA resumed operations
and distribution to the STIHL dealer

COVER STORY

Dave Hutton past MD of STIHL SA.

network within a month.Hutton says
that STIHL could not have done any
of this alone. "STIHL’s customers and
dealers are loyal business partners
who have worked with us to make our
vision a reality. The relationships we

Hayden Hutton MD of STIHL SA.

have built with our dealers are based
on integrity and commitment to each
other and are fundamental to the
company's success," he comments.
"We see ourselves as a vital part of
the forestry industry in South Africa.

STIHL is a leading international
brand, and we thank our loyal
customers who have been part
of our expansion throughout
southern Africa over the past
25 years."

WOODWORKING

Trade-up your old or broken dust
extractor for a new Festool CTL Midi
Festool and its distributor, Vermont Sales, invite owners of old and decrepit dust
extractors in any working order to trade them up for the Festool CTL Midi dust
extractor. The promotion runs from December through to 28 February 2022.

“T

he Trade-Up campaign
lets customers trade-in
and trade-up their dust
extractor at a dealer. They will
receive a R1500 voucher towards
purchasing a new CTL Midi Dust
Extractor, model FES575443,” says
Costa Stavrakis, brand manager for
Festool in South Africa.
The latest promotion follows the
Festool TS55 circular saw Trade-Up
campaign in June. Stavrakis says it
was an “outstanding success”, and
due to demand, they decided to run
another trade-in promotion.
“We are excited to spotlight
dust extractors. They are the heart
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and soul of the Festool brand and
an essential tool for professional
woodworkers and DIYers,”
explains Stavrakis.
The Festool CTL Midi is a compact,
mobile, and low weight dust
extractor. It has an intuitive touch
operation, smooth suction hose and
a level storage area for tools and
consumables.
It features manual de-dusting,
an easy-to-replace main filter, an
external cord holder with a wind-up
mechanism, and container/filter bag
capacities of 15/12,5 litres. The user
can select between two functions,
auto and manual. On auto, the

extractor turns on when the power
tool starts.
View the range of Festool dust
extractors at www.vermontsales.co.za
and www.festool.co.za .

MARKETS

Climate change and eco-labelling influence
consumer spending on wood-based products
What do the consumers in my market segment care about? What are they spending their money on? Does my
product meet their view of the world? These are essential questions for forestry and wood products
manufacturers because they address wide-ranging lifestyle variables that influence consumer decisions and
brand preferences.
In the October issue of WoodBiz Africa (p8), we ran a story about consumers of wood products basing their
decisions on concerns about climate change and environmental impacts. Instead of only responding to emails
from readers wanting more information, we are republishing the story with more details and illustrations.

Among consumers, environmental concerns are becoming more important
than ever, and sustainability now rivals conventional factors such as price and
brand as influencers of consumer shopping choices.

I

n 2021, the Forest Stewardship
Council (FSC) contracted
GlobeScan to lead a consumer
research study to measure
and understand consumer
perceptions of global and
forestry issues, relevant
consumer behaviours and
perceptions of the FSC label.
The research reveals that
consumers who want to
make sustainability-focused
purchasing decisions increasingly
trust third-party certification
labels like FSC.

CLIMATE CHANGE IS
A WORRY
GlobeScan interviewed 12000
people across 15 countries.
Understandably, the most
significant issues worrying the
respondents are disease and
health issues and climate change
as their second most important
global concern (Fig 1)

Fig.1

on climate change. Increasingly,
sustainability concerns seem to
influence shopping choices.
More than 80% of consumers said
they expect companies to ensure
that their wood and paper products

have not contributed to deforestation.
Additionally, 86% said they try to avoid
products that damage biodiversity and
72% want to choose products that do
not contribute to climate change (Fig 3).
Consumers pay attention to these

When compared against the
previous 2017 study, there is a
significant uplift in worry about
climate change (Fig 2)

BIODIVERSITY AND
FORESTS
For forests specifically,
GlobeScan found increasing
concerns about the loss of
plant and animal species and
the impact of deforestation

Fig.2
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factors when selecting wood-based
products and packaging. They expect
companies to ensure their products
do not harm the environment.

WOOD-BASED PRODUCTS
The researchers wanted to find
out what influences consumers
when buying:
• Wooden products like furniture,
toys, flooring, and home
improvement materials
• Paper or card products like books
and stationery
The study found that protecting
animals and plants and sourcing trees
from sustainably managed forests
were important motivators when
buying wooden products, nearly on
par with product quality (Fig 4).
In contrast, biodiversity, and
responsible forestry rank higher than
quality and recycling when purchasing
paper or card products. Consumers’
belief in their potential impact is also
growing (Fig 5).

Fig.3

ECO-LABELLING
Independent certification also
influences product choice among
shoppers, with nearly eight in ten
consumers believing sustainability
product information should be
certified by an independent
organisation.
The results show that the need for
trusted eco-labels has never been
greater. Consumers are increasingly
interested in the supplying company’s
social and environmental impact.
The opportunity for eco-labels is
growing, highlighting the value brands
can gain from partnering with trusted
certification systems.
“Consumer insights are crucial to
help FSC focus on the priorities,”
says Jeremy Harrison, chief markets
officer at FSC.
“These findings inspire confidence
that consumers appreciate the vital
role forests play in tackling major
sustainable development challenges
and that consumers recognise and
trust FSC as part of the solution.
“The FSC label is a powerful tool
to help consumers make more
sustainable shopping choices.
Consumers purchasing FSC-certified
products trust that FSC effectively
28
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Fig.4

Fig.5

protects forests. Seven in ten
shoppers feel motivated to buy a
product when they see the FSC label,”
explains Harrison.
“In turn, brands and retailers
support sustainable shopping choices
by sourcing responsibly sourced
timber and wooden products from
FSC-certified forests.”

FSC CERTIFICATION
The research shows that FSC’s
visibility and trust are rising globally,

reflecting a strong trend towards
conscious consumerism.
Participants were shown various
logos and labels and asked whether
they recognised any. GlobeScan
found that FSC is the most recognised
forest-certification scheme, with
56% of global consumers recalling
seeing the FSC label. “No other
forest certification tested came
higher globally.”
Fifty-four per cent of consumers
express high levels of trust in the

MARKETS

Fig.6

FSC’s role to protect forests above
all other actors. Governments are
not trusted (Fig 6).
Boosted by a positive context for
eco-labels, the need for businesses
and brands to inspire consumers

about the value of sustainable
forest management has never been
more critical.
Among the consumers who know
of the FSC, 61% said they probably
would pay more for an FSC certified

product than an equivalent noncertified product. Additionally,
77% of this group said they would
choose an FSC certified product
instead of an equivalent noncertified product.

CONSUMERS ARE EMBRACING
FOREST CERTIFICATION.
76%

of consumers believe sustainability information
on products should be certified by a credible
independent organisation.

FSC® is regarded as the world's most recognised and trusted forest
certification scheme to protect the world's forests.
2021 Forest Stewardship Council®

insights survey

Demonstrate your commitment to using responsibly sourced
forest based packaging and products.
Visit www.africa.fsc.org or
contact g.busse@fsc.org for
more information.

FSC ® F000100
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The following articles are based on news reports in Tanzania's The Citizen on
3 December and Zimbabwe Forestry Online on 10 December. The subject is
Tanzania's plans to add value to its forest resources by establishing
manufacturing plants for engineered wood and other products. A major
stumbling block is that "a person harvesting and transporting forestry
products must pay 18 different levies, fees and/or taxes".

Government in fresh efforts to
tap forestry's full potential
The Tanzania National Business Council (TNBC) believes the forestry sector
can increase its contribution to Tanzania's gross domestic product (GDP)
from the estimated current 4% to up to 75%. Yet, harvesting and transporting
companies are subject to 8 different levies, fees or taxes. It makes local
timber very expensive and renders the sector unable to compete with
imported construction timber and wood products.

I

n November, Tanzania held a
Forestry Investment Forum in
the Iringa region in the Southern
Highlands. The Iringa area accounts
for 64% of the country's forestry
sector. It connects the country to
the Southern African Development
Countries (SADC) highway to Malawi,
Zambia, Mozambique, and Dar Es
Salaam port.
Speakers and delegates discussed
market opportunities for forestry and
wood products, how to maximise
the productivity of the plantations,
infrastructure for forestry value
chains, problems around wood quality
in Tanzania, and fire management.
The most pressing issue on
the agenda was the high cost of
local products driven by multiple
levies charged by national and
local governments.
"If you harvest a tree now, you must
be prepared to pay 18 different levies,
fees and or taxes. Local government
authorities are a thorn in the flesh
of harvesters. How do we move out
of this challenge?" asked an advisor
for the Union of Tree Harvesters in
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Iringa, Godfrey Mosha. Mosha spoke
with Tumaini Msowoya, a journalist
at Tanzania's The Citizen. "The levies
are charged on logs and timber. We
also pay a levy for transport vehicles
to enter a forest. Then you also pay
value-added tax (VAT) and for other
permits," he said.
Prof Felister Mombo from the
Sokoine University of Agriculture
(SUA) remarked to Msowoya that if
the government effectively addresses
the challenges, the forestry sector
could employ up to 8-million people.
"We can produce enough quality
timber to feed our construction
sector. However, due to existing
challenges, imported timber is used
in the roofing of some multiple-storey
buildings," Mombo said.
The Natural Resources and Tourism
minister Dr Damas Ndumbaro said
the government has already worked
on four specific issues that were
bottlenecking investments:
• Lifting restrictions on transporting
forestry products allows trucks to
run at any time instead of on a 12hour basis.

• Extending contracts with investors
and harvesters from one to
three years makes it easier to
negotiate finance.
• Changes to the transport permit
system to allow transporters with
proof of market availability to move
forestry products anywhere within
the country. Previously permits
restricted forestry transporters to a
single region in Tanzania.
• Working under the guidance of
eight experts in forestry products
from public and private sectors,
the government has developed
national guidelines for processed
forestry products.
The guidelines aim to attract
investors, introduce modern
technologies, produce a skilled
workforce, and establish a ready
domestic and export market.

AFRICA NEWS

Tanzania launches
Engineered Wood
Sector Development
Framework
Kassim Majaliwa Majaliwa, the prime
minister of the United Republic of
Tanzania, recently launched the
National Engineered Wood Sector
Development Framework 2021-2031
(EWP) and implementation plan.

T

he document was signed in November at the
Forestry Investment Forum in Iringa. The occasion is
significant because it marks the first public-private
partnership in its commercial forestry sector.
The Tanzania National Business Council (TNBC) welcomed
the new framework. TNBC executive secretary Dr Godwill
Wanga says the forestry sector offers enormous economic
benefits. It includes creating jobs and bringing foreign
exchange earnings to the country through exports of
wood products.
Tanzania's ministry of natural resources and tourism,
headed by Dr Damas Ndumbaro, will supervise the
implementation of the EWP strategy. The plans include
improving the country's business climate by establishing
forest products factories to stimulate the growth of other
economic sectors.

Dr Damas Ndumalo is Minister of Natural Resources and
Tourism in Tanzania.
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FURNITURE INDUSTRY

Forward-looking 3rd
annual Furniture Forum
South Africa’s turnaround strategy for the furniture industry is on track. In keeping
with the theme of “we come back stronger”. The third Furniture Forum heard
entrepreneurs from small and large businesses, the trade union, organisations,
and government officials agreeing that the future is bright for the industry.
By Joy Crane

T

he Furniture Forum is convened
each year by the South African
Furniture Initiative (Safi) an
organisation on a mission to achieve
its mandate of assisting the industry
to transform and grow into a national
competitor on the global stage.

“BE THE DIFFERENCE”

“We are working to increase the
market share of locally-manufactured
furniture in local retail stores to
50% by 2025,” Lunga said. “Retailers
understand the need to increase local
manufacturing and local procurement.
They have pledged to support
the industry.
“Most importantly, we are working
with the SA Revenue Services (SARS)
and the Department of Trade,
Industry and Competition (the dtic)
in rolling out a non-tariff barrier
strategy to prevent illegal imports and
implementing a certification process
for furniture imports by 2023.”

Speakers from various standpoints
of furniture manufacturing shared
their journeys and advice during a
panel session.
Pascal Hlongwane of Pascal
Hlongwane Interior Designs and
Carpentry Services explained how
he identified a business need when
he saw the poor quality of kitchens
and built in cupboards in subsidised
homes in a new Gauteng suburb.
Today, his company’s services of
making and installing kitchen units
and built in cupboards in the area are
spreading to neighbouring provinces.
Hlongwane says start-up funding and
access to market were the biggest
hurdles he had to overcome.
“The building industry is dominated
by commercial players reluctant to
subcontract or partner with a startup business. We persevered and now
have our own factory and machines.
We are a young and inspired team
contributing to economic growth and
sustainable jobs,” he commented.
Craig Scheeberger a director at
Coricraft said, “the new Coricraft
Academy addresses the shortage of
upholstery skills in the industry.
There are presently ten learners
completing their level 2 learnerships
and we intend to employ them or

place them in the industry. We are
continuing upholstery training in 2022
and are introducing a sewing school.”
According to Ntebeng Mathibela
of Amet Furnishings, it takes focus,
resilience, determination to learn,
and seeking partnerships to start a
small business.
“The furniture industry competes
with itself and with cheap imports.
We believe the design and quality of
our products makes us competitive.
From the start we introduced a
culture of quality, professionalism and
focus on the customer experience,”
Mathibela explained.
“We constantly innovate to
manufacture the right products
with the right people for the
right customers.”
Amet Furnishings is self-funded.
About government support, Mathibela
commented, “transformation needs
collaboration and effort from
government and the private sector.
The government should review their
approach to funding. They prefer
funding a business on paper than
looking at my balance sheet and
customers. Support must be practical
and realistic.”
“We make amazingly fine quality
kitchens and furniture,” asserted
Andy de Klerk of Cabinet Works.

Penwell Lunga, chairperson of SAFI.

Pascal Hlongwane.

Ntebeng Mathibela of Amet Furnishings.

RETAILERS HAVE A
ROLE TO PLAY
Safi’s chairperson Penwell Lunga
said the organisation’s work includes
facilitating access to raw materials
and markets, trade interventions
and remedies, building an industry
data platform for market intelligence
and improving the technical skills of
the workforce.
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Andy de Klerk.

Craig Scheeberger of Coricraft.

“In 2014 the company made a
strategic decision to actively
pursue international business. It
took a while before referrals and
prospects from local architects with
international contacts and projects
yielded international contracts,”
De Klerk explained.
“Cabinet Works manufactures
kitchens, bespoke stand-alone pieces,
and furnishes whole houses. It takes
elaborate and careful design and
planning when exporting. Our skilled
installers travel to the site to put
everything together. We have exported
custom kitchens and furniture to
East and Central Africa, Mauritius,
Seychelles, France and Italy.”
De Klerk’s advice for first time
exporters is to design and build
the finest furniture to the highest
international standards and maintain
those standards constantly. “Offer an
extended warranty on all products
and excellent customer service. These
go a long way in giving international
customers peace of mind that a small
company at the end of Africa can
deliver on their promise.”
“We are a values-based business
where people with the right aptitude
are appreciated for their time and
skills. It is a happy place to work,”
he remarked.

SARS INTERVENTIONS
Jonathan van Rooyen of the National
Union of Furniture and Allied Workers
of South Africa (Nufawsa) participates
in the SARS Furniture Forum that is
phasing in the process of curbing
illegal imports.

Ncumisa Mcata-Mhlauli.

Jacki Mpondo-Hendricks chaired
the forum.

“We are making constructive
progress” Van Rooyen reported.
“The first batch of tariff codes are
reviewed and gazetted, and this
work is continuing. We are also
developing learning materials for
SARS customs officials to recognise
undeclared goods”.
Adding to Van Rooyen’s feedback,
Charles Witbooi, manager of the Key
Industry Management (KIM) unit at
SARS, emphasised the importance
of compliance and the organisation’s
role in creating an environment for the
industry to be competitive.
“It is in the best interest of SARS
for industries to thrive, and the level
of participation by the furniture

industry is commendable,” Witbooi
said. He said they are exploring
various avenues to advance growth
of the industry. These include surety
and bonds, small and medium sized
businesses, suspending or refunding
duties, rebates VAT on warehousing.

SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
One of the stakeholders within the
scope of the Fibre Processing and
Manufacturing Sector Education and
Training Authority (FP&MSeta) is
the furniture industry. PK Naicker, a
general manager at the Seta described
the significance process of developing
the annual Sector Skills Plan.
The Seta’s Economic Restructuring
and Recovery Plan (ERRP) boosts
small business development, business
incubation and employability.
Naicker said the top five prioritised
occupations in the plan are upholstery,
garment construction, furniture
making, entrepreneurship and
technology and innovation.
“We are experiencing the 4th
Industrial Revolution. By identifying
occupations and emerging future skills
in high demand, we can develop fit for
purpose qualifications and skills, and
quality coaching and mentoring the
industry needs.”

FURNITURE INDUSTRY
MASTERPLAN
The last speaker at the forum was
Ncumisa Mcata-Mhlauli, chief
director Agroprocessing at the dtic.
A few months ago, the dtic released
the Furniture Industry Masterplan
(FIMP). The plan was developed
by the department and Safi and
identifies the industry’s challenges
and opportunities.
“We want a fast-growing,
profitable, inclusive and sustainable
furniture industry. The plan is about
partnerships as a social contract
between government, labour and
the private sector,” Mcata-Mhlauli
commented.
“The FIMP will develop the
productivity and competitiveness of
the industry. It will drive localisation
of manufacturing and demand while
building the potential for export. The
key is to expand and nurture existing
SMMEs and assist them to grow and
supply retailers”
NOV/DEC 2021
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A hybrid tractor-trailer project
takes testing to the forests
FPInnovations is working on a cutting-edge project to develop a hybrid tractortrailer for forestry operations. It is replacing one of the conventional axles on
forestry trailers with a drive axle powered by an electric motor. The system will be
combined with a conventional tractor to create a parallel hybrid configuration.

F

PInnovations is a private,
not-for-profit research and
development organisation in
Canada. It specialises in creating
technology solutions that increase
competitiveness from forest
operations to consumer and
industrial products.
The approximately C$2.5-million
hybrid tractor-trailer project falls
under the Natural Resources Canada
Clean Growth Programme (CGP)
that invests in clean technology
and R&D in the energy, mining, and
forestry sectors.

MANY BENEFITS

Render of a hybrid tractor-trailer. Pic by FPInnovations.

With regenerative braking that
recharges the batteries, the hybrid
system will be compatible with log
and biomass trailers. FP Innovations
says the potential benefits include:
• Peak fuel savings of up to 15%
(lower on average), depending on
the application and drive cycle
• GHG reductions up to 40 tonnes
per truck per year, depending on
duty cycle and utilisation rate.
That’s the equivalent of taking eight
cars off the road.
• Improved traction. The extra driven
axle can provide almost 50%
more traction on slippery terrain
and additional power to climb
steep hills.
• The regenerative braking power
of up to 250kW recharges the
batteries and reduces brake
fade. and increase safety in
mountainous terrain
• Significant cost savings from
reduced fuel consumption,
reduced haul assists and savings
due to increased operational
efficiency.
34
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Field-testing the hybrid tractor-trailer.

The design and integration of the
system are underway, trials have
started, and a report is expected
in 2022.

PARTNERS
FPInnovations is partnering with two
of Canada’s top trailer manufacturers:
Deloupe and Tycrop Trailers. LTS
Marine, a leading hybrid and electric
powertrain supplier, is supplying
the electric propulsion system
and supporting its development
and testing. Components supplied
by Grayson Thermal Systems will

optimise the electric system’s
thermal management. Promark
Electronics will assist in developing
and providing a prototype harness
for the system.
The powertrain comprises a Meritor
axle with a differential lock and
an electric motor from Dana TM4.
Michelin is providing the tyres, and
Hendrickson the truck suspension.
Forest companies will also participate
in the development and testing.
Information: Dave Waknin, at dave.
waknin@fpinnovations.ca.

We go the
ECOnomical way

BPW ECO Plus

Drum brake and cost reducer in one unit
With more than 11 million units sold worldwide, the BPW drum brake is the embodiment benchmark of a reliable brake for
towed vehicles. It sets new standards for lifecycle costs thanks to its robust construction and ease of servicing through the ECO
principle.

BPW Axles (Pty) Ltd
Tel (011) 681-3300, (011) 680-1443
E-mail: bpwsales@bpw.co.za I Website: www.bpw.co.za
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Demand increasing for DKD’s
technical and sales services
A small, service-driven business in Cape Town is becoming the first port of
call for woodworking and engineered wood products manufacturers who need
advice on new machines, technical assistance, and backup on the shop floor.
By Joy Crane

Craig Dawson with the Biesse Selco operator Dennis Lukoji-Mutanba and Francois Els of DKD.

R

esponding to requests for
regular machine maintenance
services, Gys de Klerk and
Kobus van Dyk founded DKD
Machine Services in 2013. They have
engineering backgrounds and a
sound foundation in high-pressure
production environments. Lee-von
Anderson later joined them.

OEM TRAINING IN EUROPE
Van Dyk’s woodworking career began
in 1997 at Swartland Boudienste, a
leading manufacturer and exporter
of doors and windows. His job as
the plant engineer frequently took
36
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him to the machine manufacturers
in Europe. In Germany, he received
specialised theoretical and practical
training on the Weinig Group’s
solid wood profiling, optimising and
joinery machines.
De Klerk had a similar experience
at Bakker & Steyger, Steinhoff’s
mass producer of solid wood
furniture, and received training in
Europe. When Anderson completed
his apprenticeship at Swartland
Boudienste and joined Austro
Engineering, his career development
path merged with De Klerk and Van
Dyk. While at Austro, they received

intensive training on Biesse machines
at the manufacturer’s facilities in Italy.
Today, their technical aptitudes,
OEM training, problem-solving
abilities and experience across a
broad range of machines are serving
DKD well. Their services include
sub-contracting as accredited and
preferred installers and an official
agent for Masterwood.

SALES TEAM ARRIVES
By 2019, De Klerk and Van Dyk
realised they had to change their
business model to satisfy the
increasing requests from customers

WOODWORKING

for assistance with selecting, buying
and selling machines. On 1 September
2020, Francois Els and Chris Hugo
joined DKD, adding their extensive
sales and customer relationships skills
to the mix.
“DKD’s reputation is the hands-on
technical knowhow and abilities of
its sales staff and the unsurpassed
expertise of the technicians,”
comments Els. “We provide
installation, maintenance, and
preventive maintenance services
for most woodworking machines,
including those manufactured by
major suppliers of modern panel
processing plants and CNC systems.
“Our technical team has a
combined experience of over 50
years, and we are constantly striving
to improve our knowledge and skills.
We pride ourselves in restoring,
supplying and installing machines
in exactly the way the original
equipment manufacturer (OEM)
specified. We keep machines in the

best possible working condition
during their lifespan.”

FERWOOD GROUP
DKD is also a subsidiary of the
Ferwood Group in sub-Saharan
Africa. The Italian business has a
global footprint and buys, refurbishes
and resells all brands of used
woodworking machines. “We source,
recondition and refurbish machines
using OEM parts before selling them,”
explains Hugo. “We believe in fair
deals, good prices, and offering the
best client service,” remarks Hugo.
When Els and Hugo arrived
in September, DKD occupied a
175sqm factory. Within two months,
it was bursting at the seams. To
accommodate customer demand, it
had to move into new premises with
much larger workshop space.

SATISFIED CUSTOMERS
Davidsons’ Boards is one of the
customers served by the team. It is an

independent wholesale supplier of
a comprehensive range of products,
including wood-based local and
imported boards, cabinetry fittings,
hardware and accessories. The
quality of its cut-and-edge products
is a testament to the Biesse beam
saws, edgebanders and CNC
machines that underpin the service.
The company regularly invests
in new and refurbished board
processing and upgrading
technologies. It expects suppliers to
prioritise customer service.
“Francois Els and his colleagues
at DKD Machine Services, Gys de
Klerk, Kobus van Dyk and Leevon Anderson have the right
combination of product knowledge,
technical expertise, and customer
service,” comments Craig Dawson,
the operations director at
Davidsons’ Boards.
“They know woodworking
machines, understand our business
and keep our production running”.
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Multi-storey production for
multi-storey timber construction
The combination of ribbed cross-laminated and glue-laminated timber forms
a CLT "box ceiling" element with high structural load-bearing capacity,
dimensional stability, and relatively low weight.

The managing director of Kallfass, Hans Haist (left), discusses the Messkirch project with Best Wood Schneider’s managing director,
Ferdinand Schneider, and project manager Andreas Schilling.

W

ith lengths of up to 16m,
thicknesses of 260mm
to 490 mm and widths
of 900mm to 1200mm, Best Wood
Schneider's best wood CLT box
ceiling is in demand for multi-storey
timber buildings with wide spans in
Europe. The ceiling elements reached
a verified value of up to F90/REI90
with a 90mm CLT panel in fire
resistance tests.
The ceiling elements are
prefabricated to size and delivered
with holes and cut-outs for stairs and
other services. Special connectors
make assembly fast and economical.
The ceilings can be walked on and
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loaded immediately after assembly,
saving time and money.

BEST WOOD SCHNEIDER
Best Wood Schneider is a 110-yearold German company with its
headquarters in Eberhardzell. The fifth
generation of the founding family is
running the business and grooming
their young successors for the future.
Schneider's project manager
Andreas Schilling says the ceiling
plant's BSH (glued-laminated timber
or glue-lam) line and BSP (crosslaminated timber or CLT) line produce
a wide range of exclusively made-toorder finished products.

Production is highly flexible and
produces the company's glulam
ceiling boards, CLT ceiling elements,
CLT box ceiling elements, CLT roof
open box elements, glulam panels,
KVH solid structural timber and duo/
trio/quattro laminated beams.

KALLFASS
Schneider partnered with Kallfass
to engineer the complex production
systems over three storeys. The
timber is transported back and forth
for the individual processing steps
between the levels at ground level,
6.5m and 12.5m, by two lifts before
automatically transferring the finished

SAWMILLING

A turning device gently moves exposed quality elements into the correct position.

elements to the high-bay warehouse.
"This arrangement gives us a smaller
factory footprint and the shortest
distances between production
processes," explains managing
director Ferdinand Schneider.

TOP FLOOR
The Kallfass installation begins on the
top floor, with single-layer boards
up to 1.25m wide that will form the
transverse layers of the CLT.
After the panels are cut-to-length, a
lift table lowers and rotates them
through 90°. The downstream lay-up
station uses longitudinal and
transverse layers and a glue
application station to produce the
16m long layer package that feeds into
the CLT press supplied by
another manufacturer.

COMPUTER-CONTROLLED
AUTOMATION
After the press, the master computer
sends the boards to the finishing,
dimensioning or storage lines. All
products end up in the high-bay
automatic storage system.
"Directed by the computer, the
Kallfass roller conveyor on rails picks

up the boards and takes them to the
finishing line for sanding and
application of UV-resistant varnish,"
says Kallfass' managing director
Hans Haist.
Alternatively, the boards go to the
planing and trimming centre or the
fully automated Kallfass storage and
retrieval system.
"For the production of the ribbed
ceilings, we worked with Schneider to
innovate and develop a unique
process. The rib elements can be
finish-trimmed, sanded, and finished
after production, just like the
CLT elements."

SECOND FLOOR
The Kallfass system manufactures
the lam-beam elements on the
middle floor, 6.5m above ground level.
The beams transfer to the finishing
or stretch foil wrapping stations,
after which the components are
moved to the high-bay warehouse
immediately downstream.

GROUND FLOOR
Schneider offers its customers clear
or coloured finishes to protect the
surface of the products. A Kallfass

inclined lift transfers the parts to the
finishing department on the ground
floor. Here, Schneider employees
repair any surface damage before
the components enter the two-stage
sanding and glazing process. Kallfass
provided the complete mechanised
materials handling between
the machines.

SECOND FLOOR
The inclined lift takes the finished
components back to the middle floor,
where they are packetized, packaged
and placed in storage. A conveyor
system transfers the packages to a
central truck loading station from
the high-bay warehouse, which was
installed by Kallfass some years ago.

MAXIMUM FLEXIBILITY
In the event of a breakdown,
Schneider can reschedule the
components along the running line at
any time.
"Schneider demanded a flexible
system where every component can
feed in and or exit at any stage of
production. It was one of this project's
biggest challenges," comments Haist.
The project's successful outcomes
NOV/DEC 2021
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Depending on the order, the CLT boards are finished, trimmed and processed into rib elements.

saw Schneider immediately appoint
Kallfass as a supplier for its new
greenfield plant at Messkirch.
The new factory is opening soon
and incorporates new and improved

technological innovations. Kallfass
systems are central to the project,
especially the logistics. The objective
is to move materials from the log yard
to finished CLT products without

wasting time and space
with stacking.
Source: Holzkurier supplied images
and text outline

Kallfass designed and installed numerous processing solutions at the Schneider ceiling elements factory.
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Sappi Lomati Sawmill celebrates 50
years and its best performing year
The Sappi Lomati Sawmill celebrates its 50th anniversary. However, its history
goes back another quarter-century, with original beginnings dating to 1946.

L

omati is in Barberton Town in
the municipality of Umjindi in
Mpumalanga province. It was
commissioned and officially opened
on 11 November 1971.
Since its opening, the mill has
undergone several expansions. These
include modernising the wetmill
equipment to achieve a 120% increase
in capacity, new kilns and a fingerjoint plant matching the
improved capacity.
The mill's production history
includes scaffolding boards, shipping
container floors, laminated beams,
sleepers for the mining industry,
mouldings, flooring, ceiling and
decking. Today, the sawmill is one of
the four biggest producers of
structural timber and a significant
finger-jointed timber manufacturer. It
produces up to 102,000m3 per annum
of structural lumber for the building,
furniture, and packaging industries
During a staff function held recently,
Pieter Briel, Lomati's general manager,
reflected on the cost of establishing a
sawmill. "It took two years to build
Lomati Sawmill, at a cost R1.2-million,
which was a lot of money 50 years ago."
Briel thanked the employees for
contributing to the mill's excellent
production records this year.
"The 2021 financial year is the mill's
best performing year in recent times.
It is proof of our people's
extraordinary character. It shows what
is possible when people do their best,
despite the hardships we face and
despite Covid."
Although gold production was a
significant driver in Barberton's
development, Briel says the timber
industry also plays a valuable part.
Today the forestry sector is regarded
as one of the two major economic
contributors to Barberton and the
Lowveld economies.

Historical milestones and an
impressive record!
In 1971 Lomati cut its logs on a
frame-saw line. However, as markets
changed, the mill focused on
processing shorter 2.4m lengths. In
January 1999, it installed a finger-joint
processing plant to optimise its raw
materials. Briel says the new
equipment was the largest of its kind
in the country at the time.

In 2000, the mill began
concentrating primarily on
producing finger-jointed structural
timber. In 2012 new drying kilns
were imported from Germany. In
2015/16, a finger-jointing line was
imported from Germany and
contributes to the mill's success
and reputation as one of the
country's best producers of
structural timber.
NOV/DEC 2021
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Install hardware in a jiffy
with Kreg’s jig kit
The Kreg hardware installation jig kit is perfect for installing cabinets,
concealed hinges, and drawer slides professionally and efficiently.

T

he cabinet hardware jig takes the
guesswork from installing cabinet
knobs and pulls. The moveable
edge guide and measuring scales
make it effortless to position knobs
precisely. The adjustable drill guides
ensure straight holes for knob and pull
positioning. A 5mm drill bit is required
and not included.
The jig helps you drill cup holes for
concealed cabinet door “Euro” hinges.
The concealed hinge jig does not need
special tools and fits drill presses and
handheld drills.
Built-in measuring scales, a bit guide,
and a stop collar make the process
reliable and repeatable. Adjustable
cams ensure accurate hinge positioning
with built-in indexing tabs. The durable
carbide-tipped drill bit is included.
The drawer slide jig simplifies drawer
installation by aligning slides in the
cabinet and on the drawer. It holds
slides in position as you drill mounting
holes in the cabinet and supports
drawer boxes when you mount slides on
the drawer.
The jig works with ball-bearing,
epoxy-coated, and under-mount
slides. Built-in indexing tabs you don’t
have to measure and mark every time.
It is reversible to mount slides to the
cabinet and drawer box.

CLASSIC FACE CLAMPS
The classic face clamp creates
perfectly flush joints and other project
tasks requiring solid clamping without
marking. It has a 51mm reach and
clamps materials up to 57mm thick. The
clamps feature large clamp pads that
distribute force evenly and hold pieces
flush during assembly.
When using it with Kreg Joinery,
position the extra-large clamp face
on the “show” side of the joint. It
helps create a flush joint during
pocket-hole assembly.
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Critical wastepaper shortage
in South Africa
The South African paper recycling industry faces a critical shortage of various
grades of wastepaper, particularly pre-consumer (K3) and post-consumer (K4)
brown/kraft cardboard.

T

he Paper Manufacturers
Association of South Africa
(Pamsa) believes it is a trend
that will continue. “The K3 and
K4 paper grades are used in the
production of paper packaging such
as corrugated cases for the export
market and transit of domestic
goods,” explains Jane Molony,
executive director of Pamsa.
On average, 1.2-million tonnes of
wastepaper are recovered in South
Africa annually. More than 90% of this
is recycled locally into new paper,
packaging, and tissue.
The disruption of Covid-19 on
supply chains also directly affects the
consumption, demand, and recovery
of paper products. Molony says

reasons for the shortages include the
rising demand for paper packaging
with the move to online shopping,
a quest for more environmentally
responsible packaging, and the
closing of offices and schools in 2020
and early 2021
Along with the disruptions to
major international shipping routes,
wastepaper traders favour the export
market because of a significant
appreciation in export prices.
Molony explains that a paper mill
using recovered wastepaper requires
21 days of wastepaper stock per
grade for optimal operations. Before
the pandemic, paper mills could hold
adequate kraft, mixed and office
paper stock levels for at least 30

days. Today there is an average 63%
deterioration of stock levels from 36
days to 13 days.
Pamsa’s members have invested
billions of rands into the recycling
value chain and are the primary
source of demand for recovered
wastepaper. These companies
collectively employ around 16 300
people while supporting a thriving
network of informal waste collectors
and small recycling enterprises.
Molony appeals to businesses
and households to separate their
paper and paper packaging from
general waste. “You can simply
leave the items in a box or bag next
to your bin for your local informal
recycling collectors.”
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